2018-2019 Dress Code Guidelines
In an effort to (a) accommodate our students, (b) assist our families, and (c) maintain adequate and appropriate
dress, the following Dress Code applies for the 2018-2019 school year.
The school’s dress code is designed to facilitate an environment where the school pursues its purpose of providing
students an education based on academic excellence and our six pillars of character. The cooperation of the student
and the parent is necessary in maintaining the standards of the school’s dress code, and dress code violations may
result in appropriate disciplinary action. Coming to school each day with appropriate clothing as listed in the
guidelines is the responsibility of both the student and the parent.
Legacy the School of Sport Sciences dress code also serves to:
§ enhance school spirit;
§ allow students to demonstrate an understanding of appropriate dress for different school activities and
events.

______________________________________________________________________________
At Legacy we have three types of dress: Daily Dress, Business Casual and Professional, please read the
description below:
§

Daily Dress: Legacy spirit wear and approved Legacy class/organization shirts may be worn with jeans, shorts,
skirts, and khaki/chino pants. All pants/shorts/jeans should not be too tight or too loose and should not have
any rips, tears or holes. Clothing should not allow undergarments to be visible. Low-rise garments are not
permitted nor is “sagging” allowed.
o
o

Shoes: Athletic or casual shoes in good condition and correctly fitted should be worn each day. Slides,
flip flops, and open-toe sandal are not to be worn due to safety concerns.
Outerwear: Outerwear permitted at school must be appropriate for the temperature/climate outside
and the school environment.

§

Professional: Students attending school-sponsored functions- (Professional days), including home and away
activities, are to wear clothing that reflects modesty and appropriateness for school sponsored activities. The
following guidelines for non-uniform attire are to be followed: 1) Shirts must have a sleeve and cover midriff
when sitting or raising arms. Shirts should not be sheer, overly tight, or have a low neckline without an
appropriate layer of clothing underneath; 2) Dresses should not be sheer, overly tight, or have a low neckline
without an appropriate layer of clothing underneath, and skirt length must be no higher than three inches above
the knee. They should not be strapless nor have shoulder straps less than a 3-finger width; 3) No clothes that
promote activities/values contrary to school policies; 4) Underwear should not be visible at any time; 5) The
administration may allow or require special clothing to be worn as may be needed or appropriate for a particular
field trip or special event.

§

Business Casual:. Students are expected to use good judgement when selecting clothing appropriate for the
business casual dress code, the following are general guidelines of items that are acceptable and appropriate.

Students are allowed to wear any of the 3 types of dress on any day unless specifically required by the campus
administration.
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Acceptable and appropriate
Khaki pants or any other type of pants generally
viewed as business casual
Golf or polo shirts
Denim dresses or jumpers
Button down shirts
Dresses/skirts/shorts must be knee length
Casual loafer or boat shoes
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Unacceptable and inappropriate include:
Items that are worn, ripped, frayed, torn or holes.
Items containing obscene, profane, discriminatory,
provocative or inflammatory words or pictures
Items advertising alcoholic beverages, drugs, drug
paraphernalia or tobacco products
Yoga/leggings
See-through garments, halter tops, bare
midriff/back tops, tank tops/muscle shirts, low cut
blouses and pants
Pool/beach attire including sandals, slides or flip
flops.
Pajamas or sleepwear

